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Georgia Boot Introduces All-Purpose Eagle One Collection
NELSONVILLE, Ohio – Georgia Boot introduces the Eagle One
collection, a do-everything work boot for spring 2015 built to deliver
flexibility and durability on the job site.
“The Eagle One collection is typical of Georgia Boot in several
ways,” said Jordan Gottke, marketing director for Georgia Boot.
“The Eagle One boots utilize new technologies that make a
difference on the job site while remaining a cost-effective choice for
just about any profession.”
The Eagle One boots are made from full-grain leather and feature
stitch-down construction for essential durability and flexibility. A
new, wider Shovel Shank separates the Eagle One boots from
conventional work boots by providing added stability and arch
protection.
For all-day comfort, the boots include the AMP footbed and a soft
EVA midsole. The boots also feature the Georgia Waterproof
System and a moisture management interior lining. The rubber
outsole is oil and slip resistant and brass hardware is used for
durability in the lacing system.
The Eagle One boots are brown in color with six-inch, eight-inch
and 11-inch Wellington styles available in both soft and composite
toe. Suggested retail prices range from $209.99-$239.99.
For over 75 years, Georgia Boot® has been a leader in the work
footwear market. Based in Nelsonville, Ohio, the company
manufactures and markets quality work and outdoor footwear. The
company's products are available in nearly 3,000 retail and catalog
outlets. It is a division of Rocky Brands, a publicly traded company
on NASDAQ® under the symbol: RCKY. For more information visit
follow us on Twitter, @GeorgiaBoot, or Facebook
facebook.com/GeorgiaBoot.
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Georgia Boot Eagle One Specs:
! Full grain leather upper
! Stitch-down construction
! Shovel Shank for added stability
! Georgia Waterproof System
! Moisture management lining
! AMP Footbed for all-day comfort
! Brass hardware
! Oil and slip resistant rubber
outsole
! MSRP: $209.99-$239.99
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